Corporate opinion about competition and cooperation in the
examined enterprises
HILDA HURTA
Enterprises emerging from the crisis face significant uncertainty independent of their
capitalisation. While looking for points of departure enterprises try to measure each other’s
intentions. In my survey I strived to inquire about entrepreneurs’ assessment of their position
and their attitude towards their partners considering the present stressful economic
environment. The research’s results indicated that respondents are more optimistic than
expected, their answers indicated that they don’t struggle for survival but strive to maintain
their stability and realise a moderate growth. Most of the managers consider their enterprises
competitive on the domestic market and financially profitable. From the government they
nevertheless expect an increased protection of domestic actors. They consider Hungarians to
be rather competitive, although competition is not spotless in the country. Nevertheless they
judged their own attitude to be cooperative rather than competitive. They emphasised that
clean partnership is important for a successful business but differences in income are not due
to outstanding economic performance. They consider their companies flexible and stabile,
prepared for the oncoming changes, yet they are not risk-taking, work with long term
contracts and allow for rebates in favour of cooperation.
Keywords: economic situation, competitive, cooperative attitude
1. Introduction
Economic processes are defined by economics as relationships of competing partners, where
market forces competition of market actors. Actors strive to implement their objectives by
competing with each other; competition defines the allocation of wealth, production and
distribution.
Results of applied psychology suggest that uneven allocation of resources can give
ground to conflicts (Bakacsi 1996), which is considered a baseline characteristics of
organisations and groups, conflict arises from the perceived incompatibility of individual
goals (Smith–Mackie 2004). Individual solutions of conflict can come in many forms: conflict
avoiding attitude, adaptation, competition (rivalry), cooperation or compromise. In the case of
competition the individual follows his own goals and tries enforcing them even on the other
parties’ expense. In this case, conflict is a game with victory as the only solution. Grzelak
(1999) also considers the difference between interests arising from conflict resolution as the
foundation of competition, where the focus is on individual interest based rivalry instead of
cooperation along common interests.
Is the „homo oeconomus” obliged to compete when obeying his individual interests, or
is he able to cooperate and share the earned benefits?
According to the Economic Research Company (GKI 2009) competitive market
conditions declined and ethical behaviour of enterprises decayed in Hungary in the last years.
This includes willingness to pay taxes which reduced to a level experienced last time a decade
ago, and the perception of strong corruption.
According to the ranking of Global Competitiveness Report (2010–2011) Hungary
stepped forward to the 52nd position in 2010-11 from the 58th place in 2008–2009, Slovakia
fell back from 47th to the 60th place, while Czech Republic and Slovenia advanced from 31st to
26th and from 37th to 45th respectively.
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Intensity of competition is relatively strong in Hungary, according to a survey of GKI
(2009) managers assessed is 5,5 on a 1–7 scale. Nevertheless this value is still behind the
western countries, in the US the respective value was 6,3. As the real obstacle the regulation
of competition was indicated by most respondents, who considered it more stringent than
American or Japanese regulation. For example, the impact of regulations and rules on
products was assessed on a scale of 1–10 as 7,3 in Hungary compared to the US value of 6,6.
If we consider cooperation as the second subject of our analysis, then the following
results can be seen: adaptivity of the Hungarian market (its flexibility to react to market
effects) is moderately flexibly according to the IMD (2011) report (5,67 on a maximum 10
scale), this value is lower than the Japanese or US value, but higher than Germany’s.
According to the IMD report the Hungarian corporate sector’s technical cooperation is
favourable, but in relation to developed countries the value is mediocre as on the same scale
(1–10) it is 2 points behind the scores of the US or Japan.
Attitudes are characteristic to everyone, as they define our relationship, behaviour and
approach to our environment’s objects, persons and situations. Since attitude can not be seen,
overheard or sensed, the only way to conclude it exists is from the behaviour of the observed
person (Klein 2004).
According to the dictionary of foreign words and phrases (Bakos 1973) attitude is
behaviour, conduct and manner or in other words a theoretical standpoint or attitude of mind.
In sociology – quoting the same source – it is habit, behaviour, or conduct in a given situation
or for a given opinion.
Attitude is a capstone of socio-psychology, and recently economics also started to
acknowledge its influence and studies its role in behavioural economics. Behavioural
economics was formulated because economics (mostly due to Kahneman) started to apply
psychological methods and approaches. Developing strongly in the 90’s behavioural
economics combines therefore elements of economics and psychology, studies the reasons of
economic behaviours and decisions because a decision maker is not simply a logically
behaving algorithmised robot, but social, cultural and emotional factors also influence him.
We can have more precise results if we consider the additional motivations found in economic
processes (Hámori 1998).
In a concise manner attitude is „an opinion strongly infiltrated by judgement which
directs one’s behaviour” (Pléh–Boross 2006).
According to Hámori (2003) behavioural economics has stronger ties with psychology
than with economics, since it examines why individuals don’t act rationally and follow the
principles of utility maximisation.
Economics can be considered more or less a young discipline, and behavioural
economics is even younger. Observation of attitude and cogitation can be considered to be
still in the cradle, although many called the attention on this significant factor. Among others
Román (2007), Szerb (2008) and Chikán–Czakó (2009) who claimed that competitivity and
business success or handicap frequently stem from individually determined factors.
2. Material and methods
A pre-survey was conducted in March, 2011 as a trial phase. This survey included 87
questions and consisted of 7 larger blocks. Respondents had to indicate their opinion on a
scale of four degrees. This means that answers represented subjective opinions. The total
number of answered questionnaires was 198, distribution by size is shown in Figure 1.
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Fiigure 1. Surrveyed enterrprises by size

Source: Own
n construction

Out of the enterprises
e
86,7% wass commerciial, and 13,3% non-prrofit, 79,3%
% of the
O
al-Hungarian
n region, an
nd the rem
maining 20%
% of the
responddents were located in the Central
answerss came from
m the remain
ning six reggions. The breakdown
b
by
b their areea of activity can be
seen in Figure 2.
Figgure 2. Area of activityy of the enteerprises in the sample ((%)

Source: Own construcction

Concerning the sex off respondennts, 61,5% was male and 38,5%
% female. The
T age
distribuution shows that the majority
m
(63,,2%) was between
b
36 and 50 yeaars old, 20,,2% was
over 51 years and 16,6% wass under 35 yyears. The share of ex
xecutive maanagers wass 37,3%,
34,7% w
were mid-eexecutives and
a 28% off the respon
ndents weree ordinary sstaff membeer. Their
highest qualificatioon was university/collegge degree in
n 42,3% of the cases, 442,8% reporrted high
school aand 14,9% had
h more th
han one degr
grees.
Fuull represenntativity waas not an oobjective, but
b it has to
o be noted that the reesponses
resemblled a similaar picture to
o the Centrral Statistical Office’s (KSH 20099) statisticss on size
distribuution of dom
mestic enterp
prises. I connsider the managerial
m
attitude
a
to ddefine the atttitude of
It is well ffounded to perform
the empployees, theerefore reprresentative ffor all the employees.
e
the weiighting on this basis and thus oobtain a reepresentative sample w
with respecct to the
proportiion of emplloyees (Figu
ure 3).
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Figuree 3. Share of employeees in the resp
pective enteerprise size classes

Source: Ow
wn constructioon based on KSH
K
(2009)

Barna 20022). After co
oding the
Sttatistical annalysis was performed with SPSS (Székelyi–B
questionnnaires and recording the
t answerss labels werre given. Deescriptive sttatistics wass used in
the initiial steps, to present the frequenciess of the answ
wers to the respective qquestions.
A
Associative links betw
ween qualittative variaables were examined by crosstabs, the
statistical significannce of linkss was testedd by chi-squ
uare (χ2) tesst. The nullhhypothesis was that
nt; the nullhhypothesis was refused if the em
mpirical sign
nificance
the variiables were independen
values were not larger than 5%. Reefusal of th
he nullhyp
pothesis meeant the statistical
justificaation of an associative
a
link.
l
Sttrength of correlation
n between two ordinaal variabless was testeed by the Gamma
associattion test, whhich is a sy
ymmetric m
measure of association
a
between tw
wo ordinal variables
v
that rannges betweeen -1 and 1. Values close to an
n absolute value of 1 indicate a strong
relationnship betweeen the two variables. V
Values closee to zero in
ndicate littlee or no relattionship.
Negativve sign shoows a relatiionship of opposite direction,
d
a higher valu
lue of one variable
indicatees a probablly lower vallue for the oother variable.
Iff two nominnal or mixeed (nominall and ordin
nal) variablees were tessted for corrrelation,
then thee Cramer’s V was applied. Cramerr's V is a measure of asssociation bbased on chii-square,
its valuee can range between 0 and 1, a vallue closer to
o 1 indicates stronger rrelationship.
Frrom multivaariate statistical tests I applied clu
uster analyssis to group observed units
u
and
variablees.
Foor groupingg variables I used hieraarchical clu
ustering, as agglomerattion method
ds I used
the nearrest neighbour and Waard’s variannce method
d. The first methods iss perfect to indicate
extremee cases, the Ward meth
hod maxim
mises in-clusster similariity. Dendoggrams weree used to
display the results, and the resulting graphh allowed me
m to identiffy and namee the groups.
Foor groupingg observed units
u
the K-m
means clusttering was used.
u
Inn the formullation of gro
oups I consiidered the deviation
d
off the group aaverage as the
t basis
for classsification. For this on
ne-way anaalysis of vaariance (AN
NOVA) wass used. I teested the
differennces betweeen the grou
up average s by the empirical
e
siignificance values (p values).
Differennces are stattistically sig
gnificant if the p values are not larrger than 5%
%.
I uused post hoc
h tests to identify grroups with significantly
s
y deviating averages. Analysis
A
of variaation was teested with the Levenee-method to
o identify th
he proper ppost hoc tesst. If the
variancees were idenntical betweeen groups then the Tu
urkey and Sccheffe test w
was used, otherwise
the Gam
mes-Howel test
t was app
plied.
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Thhroughout the
t questions of the qquestionnairre, the resp
pondents haad to evaluate their
activity or expresss their opiinion on a four-degrree scale. Values
V
’1’ and ’2’ indicated
disagreeement whilee ’3’ and ’4’ indicated agreement.
N
Number of answers
a
to be
b evaluatedd were diffferent by qu
uestions, theerefore not the total
sample size but the number of
o possible answers waas considered as 100%
% (as the prrojection
basis).
ment section charts and figures weere used to illustrate
i
Inn the essay’s quantitative assessm
the resuults for betteer understan
nding (Exceel was used for this purp
pose).
Thhe present study is a pre-survey
p
oof a future large scale research. IIts objectivee was to
enable a reasonable reduction
n of size andd to test thee clarity and
d consistenccy of questions and
deductibbility of coonclusions. Clearly it can be thee case that as an acaademic reseearcher I
associatte a differennt meaning with a term
m than an ex
xecutive man
nager workking in the corporate
c
sector, and it shouuld also be highlightedd that an executive
e
caan not spennd too mucch of his
valuablee time withh filling ou
ut a questiionnaire. The
T followin
ng sectionss present th
he main
consequuences and results
r
of th
his study.
3. Resu
ults
The em
mpirical sam
mple is reprresentative concerning the numbeer of emplooyees by en
nterprise
size. Foor the compprehension of
o their bussiness attitu
ude I first assess
a
their economic situation
(Figure 4).
Figgure 4. Asseessment of the
t competiitiveness an
nd financial state of entterprises by the
responderss

SSource: Own construction
c

Source:
S
Own construction
c

Ennterprises indicated
i
unexpectedl
u
ly high vaalues for th
he questionns inquirin
ng about
„compeetitive” (75% was positive), „finnancially successful despite
d
the crisis” (64
4% was
positivee) and „readdy for challeenges” (63%
% was positiive) qualitiees.
Ennterprise size was proven to bbe a stron
ng distinctiv
ve factor iin competiitiveness
(p=0,0001). Compettitiveness was
w indicateed in micro-size enterp
prises to a llesser exten
nt, SMEs
to an inccreasing extent, large enterprises
e
tto an overw
whelming ex
xtent respecttively.
Competitivenness of a firm also correlated
d significan
ntly with tthe importtance of
innovatiion (p=0,0004), acquireement of forreign markeets (p=0,016
6), and apppearance witth a new
productt developmeent. Typicallly only tho se firms decclared them
mselves com
mpletely com
mpetitive
who also found innovation,
i
foreign m
market acqu
uirement an
nd new prooduct deveelopment
importaant. The rem
maining com
mpanies migght lack co
ompetitiveneess due to tthe non-reccognition
of the im
mportance of
o innovatio
on.
Siize of the enterprise also gavee a statisticcally reliab
ble (p=0,0000) hint ab
bout the
establishhment of thhe firm: miccro and smaall enterprisses were founded typiccally for co
overing a
market gap cominng from on
n an own iidea or a business
b
plan. Medium
m enterprisses were
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typicallyy sourced out, and laarge enterprrises were daughters or memberrs of a com
mmercial
chain.
Concerning strategy,
s
thee overall im
mage is also
o more posiitive than ex
expected. On
nly 12%
considered his firm
m to be sttruggling foor survival,, 43% aimeed at preseerving stabiility and
conservving market positions, and
a anotherr 43% reporrted of a corporate (sm
maller or larger rate)
growth target. Onlyy 3% denied
d their comppanies havin
ng any strattegy (Figuree 5).
Figgure 5. Defin
nition of strrategical dirrectives by the
t responddents

S
Source:
Own construction
c

Thhe strategiees of the firm
ms has a sttatistically significant
s
relationship
r
p with their location
on the ccorporate life-cycle currve (p=0,0000). Those who
w are stru
uggling forr survival arre losing
marketss, or as Adiizes (1992)) put it, in their „aristtocratic perriod”. Thosee who targ
geted the
maintennance of thheir market positions typically in
ndicated „aadult age”. Companiees which
reportedd moderate growth tarrgets typicaally placed themselvess in the „addolescent ag
ge”, and
strong growth tarrgets were typically aassociated with a „m
mature” phaase. Firms without
d firms in thhe stage of infanthood
i
(Figure 6).
strategiees were receently started
Figure 6. Orgaanizational life
l cycle model
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Thhe sample justified
j
a strong stati
tistical correelation betw
ween the loocation on the lifecycle cuurve and coompetitivity (p=0,02) oor financial profitability
y (p=0,000)). Respondeents with
compannies in their „settled down” phase ttypically in
ndicated theiir companiees to be com
mpetitive
and proofitable. Com
mpanies sho
owing signss of „aristoccracy” weree deemed leess competiitive and
profitabble by theirr managerss, „come aalong” phasse companiies were m
mostly indiccated as
competiitive, „adoleescents” weere classifiedd rather as profitable
p
by the repsonndents.
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Concerning risk
r aversion, 52% of tthe compan
nies would rather
r
choosse lower return rate
projectss with less risk, locatio
on on the liife cycle cu
urve provid
des a distincctive factorr for risk
aversionn. Companiies in „infan
nthood” annd „aristocraacy” refuse high risk pprojects, co
ompanies
from „aadolescencee” also resstrain them
mselves from
m overly risky projeccts. Risk taking is
characteeristic for thhe „come allong” and „„early bureaaucracy” staages. The reeason for thiis can be
that the present criisis made en
nterpreneurrs more cau
utious, and at
a the samee time comp
panies in
the decclining sectiion of the corporate llife cycle might
m
find consider thheir last ch
hance to
implem
ment a risky higher
h
marg
gin project.
Company sizze and risk taking is aalso closely
y correlated (p=0,036),, typically mid-size
m
enterpriises take risk, small and
d large enteerprises try to avoid it, microenterp
rprises totallly refuse
taking rrisky endeavvours.
Loow risk takking is undeerlined by tthe responses concerniing companny procurem
ment and
sales ass 68% of thee responden
nts reportedd existence of long term
m contractss in these arreas, and
further 85% reveaaled that reebates or pprice-cuts are
a used to incentivisee cooperatiion with
partnerss.
O
Opinions on state activiity and inteervention arre as follow
ws. A strikin
ing feature is that a
ondents whho described
d their companies to bbe in good financial
f
large paart of even those respo
conditioon expect state or gov
vernmental aid. Accord
ding to 92%
% of the reespondents the
t state
should uuse every available
a
means
m
to prootect the do
omestic enteerprises agaainst foreign
ners and
should also preferr in-country
y enterprenneurs in go
overnmentall purchasess (95%), ap
pplicable
%).
funds (996%) or sofft loans (89%
Thhe reason for
f this migh
ht be that w
while 75% of
o the respo
ondents connsidered theemselves
to be coompetitive on
o home gro
ounds, on thhe global lev
vel only 34%
% was conffident. Yet they
t
also
expected governmeental supporrt. It has to be mention
ned that 42%
% of the reppondents an
nnounced
that thee state shouuld protect the domesttic enterprises beyond
d the point of them beecoming
strong eenough to compete.
c
This contraddicts the fun
ndamental rule
r
of freee market caapitalism
namely that markeet is compettitive and ddistribution of wealth is
i defined bby the efficciency in
competiition.
Thhe majorityy of respond
dents considdered compeetition unfaiir (61%), coooperation incorrect
i
(58%) aand level off confidencee unsatisfacctory (63%)). Differences in incom
me and weallth could
not be aassociated with
w outstan
nding econoomic perforrmance acco
ording to 662% of the answers.
a
We willl now take a look whatt is the attituude towardss competitio
on and coopperation in Hungary
H
under thhese conditiions.
Fuundamentall attitude of
o Hungariaans will be assessed in
i the folloowing sectiion. The
answerss given in the survey
y indicated that Hung
garians weree competitiive (79%) and not
cooperaative (68%) (Figure 7).
F
Figure 7. Competition
C
n and cooperration in Hu
ungary acco
ording to thee responders

SSource: Own construction
c

Source:
S
Own construction
c
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Too provide an
a interestin
ng contrast tthe self-asseessment of the respondders is preseented on
Figure 88. As the figure demon
nstrates diffference on in
i competittivity is neggligible betw
ween the
self-imaage of respoondents and
d their opiniion about Hungarians.
H
On the otheer hand, willlingness
to coopeerate is not just greatly
y different bbetween the two groupss but of oppoosite sign.
Figure 8. Competitiv
ve spirit andd cooperativ
ve attitude among
a
the rresponders

SSource: Own construction
c

Source:
S
Own construction
c

A
As it was deefined in earlier
e
reseaarch (Hámo
ori et al 20
007) compeetitive attitu
ude is a
positivee attitude. Inn this case executives
e
cconsider co
ompetition as
a a constannt challengee and the
desire to achieve victory
v
prov
vides a stroong motivattion to do everything
e
tto overcom
me rivals.
u
furtthermore thee assumptio
on that coopperativenesss implies
Based oon this definnition and utilising
informaation sharingg here are answers
a
to tw
wo monitorring questions (Figure 99).
Figuure 9. Victoory as a goa
al and inclinnation to sha
are informa
ation amongg the respon
nders

SSource: Own construction
c

Source:
S
Own construction
c

Thhe level of competitiviity of Hungaarian firms seems stabiile with a va
value over 70%. The
image iis not so unambiguou
u
us when cconsidering inclination
n to cooper
erate. Altho
ough the
differennce betweenn cooperativ
veness and informatio
on sharing attitudes
a
waas around 30%
3
the
general perceived image
i
of co
ooperativityy of Hungarrian partnerrs (68% stat
ates that Hu
ungarians
are non--cooperativve) as described by the rrespondentss is still con
ntradicting tthe reported
d attitude
of cooperativity off the respond
dents themsselves.
Thhis bafflingg contradicction is nott easily ressolved sincce the subj ects of thee survey
themsellves are alsoo actors of the Hungar
arian society
y. In this caase it is inssufficient to
o explain
this witth the baseeline distorrtion of sellf-declaratio
on as respo
ondents wan
ant to comp
ply with
expectaations. My opinion
o
is that
t
responddents are aw
ware of thee proper annd desirablee attitude
and the necessary endowments to complly with chaallenges yet the conditiions in our country
perative bussiness climaate).
are still not eligiblee (for a coop
Inn the follow
wing I presen
nt the factorrs for profittability which were inddicated as im
mportant
(Figure 10) The chhart shows that the moost emphasiised factorss are the so--called softt factors,
from reliability, managerial sk
kills and ethhical behav
viour to innovative cappabilities. These
T
are
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followed by the soo-called hard
d-factors likke capital funds,
f
applied technoloogy, introdu
uction of
new prooducts to thhe market. At
A the end of the line we can find the entryy to foreign markets
and lobbbying as lesss importantt factors, annd corruptio
on which is not
n consideered importaant.
Figure 100. Importan
nce of some factors from
m the aspecct of businesss success

Sourcce: Own consstruction

Thhe cluster analysis
a
suggests that „developm
ment of coo
operation” ddoes not sh
how any
resembllance to anny other variables. Foor the rem
maining varriables two clusters could
c
be
distinguuished. The first includ
des those wh
who from thee aspect of business suuccess find both the
objectivve (capitalissation, techn
nology) botth the subjeective (ethiccs, fairness,, reliability) factors
importaant. That is, they work along „fair business prrinciples”. The
T other clluster contaains only
three ellements: lobbying, forreign markeet presencee, and corru
uption. Theese factors I called
loose grrounds or “moorland”
“
”. For their implementtation a lot of money and extra effort is
necessaary, yet theyy are very rissky and donn’t guaranteee success.
Thhe attitude of
o the Hung
garians stoood in the foccus of my an
nalysis, witth special reegards to
cooperaation and coompetition. Among thhe personal characterisstics, the „iindecisive” doesn’t
show anny similariity with oth
her variablees. Two clu
usters could be fittedd to the resst of the
variablees along thee original asssumptions, one was a pragmatic and
a compettitive group, and the
other was a risk-avvoiding coop
perative grooup (Figure 11).
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Figuree 11. Attitudde of Hungaarian entrepreneurs

S
Source:
Own construction
c

Thhe results from
f
the qu
uestionnairee’s data are also suppo
orted by thee relevant liiterature.
The posstponing off necessary reforms, ccorruption, deterioratin
ng competittive conditiions, the
strengthhening grayy and black
k economy are all lim
miting facto
ors for the developmeent (GKI
2009). A
According to
t Kolodko’’s (2010) innsight many players losst their inerttia, but this is rather
due to the suspenssion of neccessary struuctural reforms and to
o the overem
mphasised political
clashes,, than to thee global eco
onomical criisis. In the opinion
o
of Bogsch
B
et all (2011) thee country
is in mooral crisis, Hungarians’
H
attitude haas to be chan
nged if we want
w to be ccompetitive.
4. Concclusions
As the ooutlined ressults show respondents
r
s deemed th
heir situation
n better thann expected, this can
definitely be consiidered posittive. A negaative sign is that comp
petition andd cooperatio
on is not
considered fair. Thhose who perform undder the averrage don’t pay
p attentioon to innovation. In
general it can be stated
s
that lack
l
of connfidence add
ds extra costs to the bbudget of economic
actors. Developmeent of coop
peration, rissk sharing and commo
on innovatiion to redu
uce costs
would be necessaary these days
d
to meeet the chaallenges off the econoomic envirronment.
Compannies under the
t present conditions unfortunateely don’t daare to underrtake such ventures
limitingg growth andd improvem
ment of com
mpetitivity.
Evven if we consider th
hat self-survveying always gives more
m
positiive results than the
actual vvalues, stilll we find an
a enormouus distance between how responddents descrribed the
Hungariian situation and how they assesssed their ow
wn attitude of cooperaation and reeliability
althoughh they makke up the ecconomy. A ppositive ben
nefit could come from
m mutual con
nfidence
and coooperation if firms would
d perceive eeach other accordingly
a
.
Suummarisingg the resultss, the execuutives know
w which quaalities are nnecessary to
o comply
with thee challengess, but the siituation in oour country
y is still not appropriatee. Ethical behavior,
b
computaability and improvement of coopeeration is co
onsidered a righteous
r
exxpectation.
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